
Registration form for vendors
28.-30. October 2022 Multiversum Schwechat

Opening hours of the dealer area:  Friday, October 28, 02:00 p.m. to 08:00 p.m., Saturday, October 29, 10:00
a.m. to 07:00 p.m. and Sunday, October 30, 11:00 a.m. to 05:00 p.m.

Company-name

VAT Number 

Adress
(zip Code/City)

E-Mail

Phone Number

Website / social Media 

Contact person

Booth information:

booth size/prize: The cost per meter is 90,00€ excluding VAT. One tickets is provided per table. The price is for the 
entire event.

Equipment: The organizers provide tables and chairs. Per table, one chair is provided. All of the furniture has to be 
kept withing the marked vendor area during the event.

Booth size 2/4/6/8 m

Type of Booth (Setup, back wall required?)

Power outlet  (Yes/No) / Cost:50€

required tickets ( max 1 Ticket per Table)

Registration deadline: 31.August.2022

Products offered for sale:

□ Anime/Manga

□ Comics

□ Videogames

□ Clothing

□ Figures

□ Dvds

□ Trading Cards

□ Merchandise

□ Others:

Additional Info:

Setup Hours: 
Thursday: 27. October.2022 10:00 a.m. to 07:00 Uhr p.m

Friday: 28. October 2022 09:00 a.m. to 01:00 p.m
Dismantling Hours: 

Sunday 30. October 2022 05:00 p.m. to -08:00 p.m.

www.yunicon.at28.-30.10.2022
Multiversum Schwechat

https://www.yunicon.at/root/


Important: 
Promotion measures (e.g. Flyers) are allowed at your own booth (within the rules of the convention). Anywhere else, this is 
only allowed with confirmation of the organizer. After the event, the booth space has to be left in the same condition as it 
was before the con. Should the area not have been cleaned, the organizer will bill your for any required cleanup. Any 
special requests (such as booth neighbors) will only be accepted in WRITING!

Withdrawal/Non-participation: 
Withdrawal within 5 weeks before the event will result in full billing of the booth price. Should the booth not be set up by 
Friday, 28.10.2022, the organizer is reallocate the space to another exhibitor. This is considered a withdrawal as previously 
mention, and thus the full booth price will be billed.

Products for sale: 
The provided products must be according to local law, especially the youth protection laws, billing laws and cash register 
regulations! The sale of freshly produced food or drinks is not allowed without agreement of the organizer. The sale of 
weapons or weapon replicas is not allowed. In case of any suspicion of violation of copyright laws, the vendor has to 
provide proof of licensing. The sale of products that fall under this category is prohibited. In case of multiple violations the 
organizer has the right to clear the booth and give out an event ban for the vendor. In this case, the vendor has no rights 
of refunding of any costs. In case of heavy violation, the organizer has the right to file a legal report with the local 
authorities. Goods, that are not suitable for people under 16/18 based on youth protection laws, such as pornographic or 
violent manga, artbooks, dojinshis, DVD or any similar products cannot be made accessible for minors and can only be 
sold after thorough ID checks. Should the vendor sell any other than the wares stated in the above table, the organizer has
the right to ban the wares and the vendor. In this case, no refunds will be made.

Payment: 
Vendors have to pay the booth fees, based on application, within two weeks of reception of the invoice. This has to be paid
via bank transfer.
Bank Data: Zlatko Hamzic; IBAN: AT192081500042410134; BIC: STSPAT2GXXX; Purpose: Vendor name and Invoice Number. 
Untimely payment or refusal of payment within the timeframe will be seen as withdrawal from the event.

the Booth: 
Within the booth borders, which will be set by the organizers based on the contractual agreement, the vendor can set up 
his booth to their wishes, but within the boundaries of all local laws, especially fire safety laws. Non-Compliance to these 
laws will lead to an immediate event ban. Products, that are not suitable for minors have to be placed in a way that they 
are not immediately visible. Placement of wares or promotional material outside of the booth boundaries is not permitted 
and will lead to separate billing or an event ban. The booth cannot be forwarded or rented out to another exhibitor without
written confirmation of the organizer! Taping to the walls or damaging them in any other way is prohibited and will lead to 
a fine.

Liability and Insurance:
Insuring any products of the vendor against damage, theft, fire- / water- or transport damages is the sole responsibility of 
the vendor. The vendor is also liable for any damages that occur to the organizer or a third person, as well as

Noncompliance of terms: 
If the terms are violated in any way, the organizer has the right to give out a warning or immediately issue a ban to the 
vendor. A banned vendor has no right of refunding or compensation of any costs. In case of major violations, the 
Organizer will file a report with the local authorities. the venue, in correlation to their booth or wares. 

Place of fulfillment and jurisdiction:
Place of fulfillment and jurisdiction for all disputes between vendors/partners and the organizer is Graz. In case of disputes
connected to other countries, Austrian law is agreed upon.

Partial nullity clause: 
Should any of these terms be invalid or incomplete, they dont touch upon any of hte other terms. The invalid term will be 
interpreted in a way that comes closest to the intention without going against any laws. 

With my signature I confirm that I have read the terms and conditions of the event, and that I will comply with them. 
The house rules are available on request. My requests for tables and other booth relevant requests will be included 
into the planning as good as possible, but there is no legal claim to this. The booth is booked with a written 
confirmation of the vendor. I agree to have my contact data saved so I can receive information for future events.

www.yunicon.at28.-30.10.2022
Multiversum Schwechat

Date  Signature

https://www.yunicon.at/root/
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